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Abstract 

 This work explores the  first evaluation of the 

quality of neural machine translation between 

Myanmar (Burmese) and Dawei (Tavoyan). We also 

developed    Myanmar-Dawei parallel corpus 

(around 9K sentences) based on the Myanmar 

language of ASEAN MT corpus. We implemented two 

prominent neural machine translation systems: 

Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and Transformer 

with syllable segmentation. We also investigated 

various hyper-parameters such as batch size, 

learning rate and cell types (GRU and LSTM). We 

proved that LSTM cell type with RNN architecture is 

the best for Dawei-Myanmar and Myanmar-Dawei 

neural machine translation. Myanmar to Dawei NMT 

achieved comparable results with PBSMT and 

HPBSMT. Moreover, Dawei to Myanmar RNN 

machine translation performance achieved higher 

BLEU scores than PBSMT (+1.06 BLEU) and 

HPBSMT (+1.37 BLEU) even with the limited 

parallel corpus. 

Keywords: neural machine translation, Myanmar-

Dawei parallel corpus, Recurrent Neural Network 

and Transformer 

I. INTRODUCTION  

 The Myanmar language includes a number 

of mutually intellig ible Myanmar dialects, with a 

largely  uniform standard dialect  used by most 

Myanmar standard speakers. Speakers of the standard 

Myanmar may find the dialects hard to follow. The 

alternative phonology, morphology, and regional 

vocabulary cause some problems in communication. 

Machine translation (MT) has so far neglected the 

importance of properly handling the spelling, lexical, 

and grammar d ivergences among language varieties. 

In the Republic  of the Union of Myanmar, there are 

many ethnical groups, and dialectal variet ies exist 

within the standard Myanmar language. To address 

this problem, we are developing a Myanmar 

(Burmese) and Dawei (Tavoyan) parallel text . We 

conducted statistical machine translation (SMT) 

experiments between Myanmar and Dawei and 

obtained the highest BLEU scores 45.58 BLEU score 

for Myanmar to Dawei and 63.22 BLEU score for 

Dawei to Myanmar [25]. Deep learning revolution 

brings rapid and dramatic  change to the field  of 

machine translation. The main  reason for moving 

from SMT to neural machine translation (NMT) is 

that it achieved the fluency of translation that was a 

huge step forward compared with the previous 

models. In a trend that carries over from SMT, the 

strongest NMT systems benefit from subtle 

architecture modifications and hyperparameter 

tuning. 

    NMT models have advanced the state of the 

art by building a single neural network that can learn 

representations better [4]. Other authors conducted 

experiments with different NMTs for less-resourced 

and morphologically  rich languages, such as Estonian 

and Russian [5]. They compared the mult i-way model 

performance to one-way model performance, by 

using different NMT architectures that allow 

achieving state-of-the-art translation. For the 

multiway model trained using the transformer 

network architecture, the reported improvement over 

the baseline methods was +3.27 BLEU points. 

Honnet et al., 2017 [6] proposed solutions for the 

machine translation of a family of dialects, Swiss 

German, for which parallel corpora are scarcee. The 

authors presented three strategies for normalizing 

Swiss German input to address the regional and 

spelling diversity. The results show that character-

based neural machine translation was the most 
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promising strategy for text  normalizat ion and that in  

combination with phrase-based statistical machine 

translation it achieved 36% BLEU score. 

In their study, NMT outperformed SMT. In  

our study, we performed the first comparative NMT 

analysis of Myanmar dialectal language with two  

prominent architectures: recurrent neural network 

(RNN) and transformer. We investigated the 

translation quality of the corresponding hyper-

parameters (batch size, learn ing rate and cell type) in  

machine translation between the standard Myanmar 

and Dawei (one of the dialects) languages. We used 

syllable byte pair encoding (Sy llab le-BPE) 

segmentation for all NMT experiments. In addition, 

we compared the performance of SMT and NMT 

experiments with the RNN and transformer.  

We found that LSTM cell type with RNN 

architecture is the best for Dawei Myanmar and 

Myanmar-Dawei neural machine translation. 

Myanmar to Dawei NMT achieved comparable  

results with PBSMT and HPBSMT. Moreover, 

Dawei to Myanmar RNN machine translation 

performance achieved h igher BLEU scores than 

PBSMT (+1.06 BLEU) and HPBSMT (+1.37 BLEU) 

even with the limited parallel corpus.  

II. RELATED WORK 

Karima Meftouh et al. built  PADIC (Parallel 

Arabic Dialect Corpus) corpus from scratch, then 

conducted experiments on cross dialect Arabic 

machine translation [10].  PADIC is composed of 

dialects from both the Maghreb and the Middle-East. 

Some interesting results were achieved even with the 

limited corpora of 6,400 parallel sentences. 

Using SMT for dialectal varieties usually  

suffers from data sparsity, but combining word-level 

and character-level models can yield good results 

even with small training data by explo iting the 

relative p roximity between the two varieties [11]. 

Friedrich Neubarth et al. described a specific  problem 

and its solution, arising with the t ranslation between 

standard Austrian German and Viennese dialect. 

They used hybrid approach of rule-based 

preprocessing and PBSMT for getting better 

performance. 

Pierre-Edouard Honnet et al. [6] proposed 

solutions for the machine t ranslation of a  family of 

dialects, Swiss German, for which parallel corpora  

are scarce. They presented three strategies for 

normalizing Swiss German input in order to address 

the regional and spelling diversity. The results show 

that character-based neural MT was the most 

promising one for text normalization and that in 

combination with PBSMT achieved 36% BLEU 

score. 

III. DAWEI LANGUAGE 

The Tavoyan or Dawei d ialect of Burmese is 

spoken in Dawei (Tavoy), in  the coastal Tanintharyi 

Region of southern Myanmar (Burma). The large and 

quite distinct Dawei or Tavoyan variety (tvn) is 

spoken in and around Dawei (formerly Tavoy) in  

Tanintharyi (formerly  Tenasserim) by about 400,000 

people; its sterotyped characteristic is the mesial ~/I/, 

found in earlist Bagan inscriptions but by merger 

there nearly 800 years ago; for further informat ion 

see Pe Maung Tin (1933) and Okell (1995) [13]. 

Htawei formerly  known  as Tavoy is a  city of south-

eastern Myanmar and is the capital of Tanintharyi 

Region, formerly known as the Tenasserim is 

bounded by Mon state to the north, Thailand to the 

east and south, and the Andaman sea to the west. 

Tavoyan retains /-l-/ medial that has since 

merged into the /-j-/ medial in standard Burmese and 

can form the following consonant clusters: /ɡl-/, /kl-/, 

/kʰl-/, /bl-/, /pl-/, /pʰl-/, /ml-/, /m̥l-/. Examples include 

မ္လေ (/mlè/ →  Standard Burmese /mjè/) for "ground" 

and မ္္ေောင ်း (/kláʊɴ/ → Standard Burmese /tʃáʊɴ/) for 

"school"[14]. A lso, voicing only with unaspirated 

consonants, whereas in standard Burmese, voicing 

can occur with both aspirated and unaspirated 

consonants. Also, there are many loan words from 

Malay and Thai not found in Standard Burmese. An 

example is the word for goat, which is hseit (ဆိတ ) in  

Standard Burmese but be (ဘဲ) in Tavoyan. 

In the Tavoyan dialect, terms of endearment, 

as well as family terms, are considerably different 

from Standard Burmese. For instance, the terms for 

"son" and "daughter" are ဖစု (/pʰa̰ òu/) and လိစု  (/mḭ 

òu/) respectively. Moreover, the honorific မ္ ောင  

(Naung) is used in lieu of မ္လောင  (Maung) for young 

males. 

Another evidence of "Dawei" is  

"Dhommarazaka" pogoda inscription of Bagan 

period. It was inscription o f Bagan period. It was 

inscribed in  AD 1196 during the region of Bagan 

King Narapatisithu( AD 1174-1201). In this 

inscription line 6 to 19, when the demarcat ion of 

Bagan is mentioned "Taung-Kar-Htawei" (up to 

Htawei to the south) and "Taninthaye" (Tanintharyi) 

are includ ing. Therefore, the name of "Dawei" 



appeared particulary since Bagan period, at the time 

of the first Myanmar Empire (Dawei was established 

at Myanmar year 1116) is actually  meant that the 

present name Dawei appears as the name of the 

settlers later and the original name of the city is 

Tharyarwady, which was established at Myanmar 

year 1116 according  to the saying. As "Dawei" 

nationality deserves as one nationalist in our country. 

Actually, Dawei region is a place where local people  

lived since very ancient Stone Age. After that, Stone 

Age, Bronze Age and Iron Age culture developed. 

Moreover, as there has sound evidence of Thargara 

ancient city, comtemporary to Phu Period, the Dawei 

people, can be assumed that they are one nationality 

of high culture in Myanmar. 

Dawei(Tavoyan) usage and vocabularies is 

divided into three main groups. The first one is using 

Myanmar vocabularies with Dawei speech, the 

second is the vocabularies same with Myanmar 

vocabularies and using isolated Dawei words and 

vocabularies. 

In Myanmar word  “ ထုိ,ဟိ”ု , “ here, there” is 

used in Dawei “သယ ”, “here”  and “မ္ဟော္ ” , 

“there”. For example “သယ လ  ိ်း”, “ဒီလုိ” and 

“မ္ဟော္ လ  ိ်း”, “ဟိုလုိ”. The question words in 

Myanmar “ ည ်း(သ ည ်း)”, “လဲ(သလဲ)” is used and 

the Dawei word  “မ္လော,မ္လော  ” is used instead  of 

“လော်း(သလော်း)”. For example “ဘောလဲ(what)”  and 

“ဘောဖဖစ တောလဲ(what happened)” is “ဖဖောန ်း” and “ 

ဖဖောဖဖစ န ်း” in  Dawei usage. In negative sense of 

Myanmar word  “ဘ ်း” is not usually used in Dawei 

word. The negative Dawei word  “ဟှ(ရ) ” “  or 

“ဟ  ်း”  instead of “ No ” in Myanmar word. 

Myanmar adverb word  “သိပ ” , “အလွ  ”, 

“အလွ  ့်အလွ  ” ( very , ext remely ) ”  is used as Dawei 

word “ရရော” , “ရလိရရော” , “ ဖြင ်း” . There are many 

Dawei vocabularies such as “ဝ  ်းရှင ်း ” is called  in  

Myanmar “ ္ိုယ ဝ  မ္ဆောင ” ( pregnant ) ” , in Dawei 

word “မ္္ော  သော်း” , Myanmar word  

“မ္္ောင မ္လ်း (boy) ” , “Dawei word ဝယ သော်း”, 

Myanmar word “ မ္္ောင လမ္လ်း  (girl) ”  , Dawei word ” 

္ပ  ” , “ပို္ ဆံ (money) ” , Dawei word “  မ္  ောျော့-

္ တိုအုိ်းသီ်း” , Myanmar word ”္ ဲမ္္ောသီ်း 

(pomelo)” and Dawei word “သစ  တ ္ေော်း”, Myanmar 

word “္ ော်းသစ (leopard)”. 

The followings are some example parallel 

sentences of Myanmar (my) and Dawei (dw): 

 

     dw : သယ ဝယ သော်း ္ လှ ဖြင ်း ဟှယ  ။ 

  my : ဒီမ္္ောင လမ္လ်း ္ လှ လွ  ်း တယ  ။ 

    (“The girl is so beautiful” in English) 

  

     dw : လတ ဖတ ရယ  ္ ရိှို ဖြင ်း ဟှယ  ။ 

  my : လ္ ဖ္ ရည  ္    ိ လွ  ်း တယ  ။ 

    (“The tea is so sweet” in English) 

  

  dw : မ္္ော  သော်း မ္္ေော  ်း လှ  ်းလှ      သွော်း ဟှယ  ။ 

my : မ္္ောင မ္လ်း မ္္ ောင ်း လှ  လှ   တ္  တယ  ။  

    (“The boy goes to school regularly” in English) 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

In this section, we describe the methodology 

used in the machine translation experiments for this 

paper. 

A. Encoder-Decoder Model 

The core idea is to encode a variable-length 

input sequence of tokens into a sequence of vector 

representations, and to then decode those 

representations into a sequence of output tokens. This 

decoding is conditioned on informat ion from both the 

latent input vector encodings as well as its own 

continually updated internal state, motivating the idea 

that the model should be able to capture meanings 

and interactions beyond those at the word level. 

Formally, given source sentence X= x1,...,xn  and 

target sentenceY= y1,...,y m, an NMT system models 

p(Y|X)as a target language sequence model, 

conditioning the probability of the target word yt on 

the target history Y 1:t−1 and source sentence X . Each  

xI and yt are integer ids given by source and target 

vocabulary mappings,Vsrc and Vtrg, built from the 

training data tokens and represented as one-hot 

vectors xi {0,1} |Vsrc| and yt {0,1}|Vtrg|. These are 

embedded into e-dimensional vector representations, 

ESxi andETy, using embedding matrices  e×|Vsrc | and 

ET   e×|Vtrg|. The target sequence is factorized as 

p(Y|X;θ) = ∏m 
t=1 p(yt|Y 1:t−1,X;θ) . The model, 

parameterized by θ, consists of an encoder and a 

decoder part, which vary depending on the model 

architecture . p(yt|Y 1:t−1,X;θ) is parameterized v ia a 



softmax output layer over some decoder 

representation 

              (1) 
where Wo scales to the dimension of the target 

vocabulary Vtrg. For parameterizing the encoder and 

the decoder, Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) 

constitute a natural way of encoding variable-length 

sequences by updating an internal state and returning 

a sequence of outputs, where the last output may 

summarize the encoded sequence [15]. However, 

with longer sequences, a fixed-size vector may  not be 

able to store sufficient information about the 

sequence, and attention mechanisms help to reduce 

this burden by dynamically adjusting the 

representation of the encoded sequence given a state 

[16]. 

B. Recurrent Neural Network 

The first encoder layer consists of a bi-

directional RNN followed by a stack of uni-

directional RNNs. Specifically, the first layer 

produces a forward sequence of hidden states, some 

non-linear function, such as a Gated Recurrent Unit  

(GRU) or Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) cell. 

The reverse RNN processes the source sentence from 

right to left: and the hidden states from both 

directions are concatenated. The hidden state h0 it can 

incorporate information from both tokens to the left, 

as well as tokens to the right.  

The decoder consists of an RNN to predict one 

target word at a time through a state vector 

           (2) 

where fdec is a mult i-layer RNN, s t−1 the previous state 

vector, and ̄s t−1 the source-depend attentional vector. 

Providing the attentional vector as an input to the first 

decoder layer is also called input feeding [17]. The 

initial decoder hidden state is a non-linear 

transformation of the last encoder hidden state:s0= 

tanh(Winithn+binit). The attentional vector ̄st combines 

the decoder state with acontext vector ct: 

 
where ct is a weighted sum of encoder 

hidden states:ct=∑n
i=1αtihi. The attention vector αt is 

computed by an attention network  αti= softmax 

(score(s t,hi)) where score (s,h) could be defined as  

     (4) 

 , the computation of RNN hidden states cannot be 

parallelized over time.  

C. Transformer 

The transformer model [17] uses attention to 

replace recurrent dependencies, making the 

representation at time step independent from the other 

time steps. This allows for parallelization of the 

computation for all time steps in encoder and 

decoder.  

The embedding is followed by several 

identical encoder blocks consisting of two core sub 

layers: self-attention and a feed-forward network. The 

self-attention mechanis m is a variat ion of the dot-

product attention [16] but generalized to three inputs: 

a query matrix Q  n×d , a key matrix K  n×d, 

and a value matrix V   n×d, where d denotes the 

number of h idden units. Vaswani et  al. [2017] further 

extend attention to mult iple heads, allowing for 

focusing on different parts of the input. A single  head 

u produces a context matrix  

(5)                                                                                         

 where matrices , b and belong to 

 R d×du. The final context matrix is given by concate-

nating the heads, followed by a linear t ransformat ion 

: C= [C1;...;Ch]WO. The number of h idden units 

chosen to be a mult iple of the number of units per 

head. Given a sequence of hidden states  hi (or input 

embeddings), concatenated to H  n×d, the encoder 

computes self-attention using Q=K=V=H. The 

second sub network of an  encoder block is a feed-

forward network with ReLU activation defined as   

       (6) 

which again is easily parallelizab le across time steps. 

Each sub layer, self-attention and feed-forward  

network, is followed by a post-processing stack of 

dropout, layer normalizat ion [18], and residual 

connection. A complete encoder block hence consists 

of Self-attention → Post-process → Feed-forward →  

Post-process can be stacked to form a mult i-layer 

encoder. To maintain auto-regressiveness of the 

model, attention on future time steps is masked out 

accordingly [17]. In addition to self-attention, a 

source attention layer which uses the encoder hidden 

(3) 



states as key and value inputs is added. The sequence 

of operations of a single decoder block is: 

 

Selfattention→Postprocess→Encoderattention→Post

-process→Feed-forward→Post-process  

 

Multiple blocks are stacked to form the full decoder 

network and the representation of the last block is fed  

into the output layer of Equation.  

V. EXPERIMENTS 

A.Corpus Statistics 

We used 9K Myanmar sentences (without 

name entity tags) of the ASEAN-MT Parallel Corpus 

[19], which is a parallel corpus in the travel domain. 

It contains six main  categories and they are people  

(greeting, introduction and communication), survival 

(transportation, accommodation and finance), food 

(food, beverage and restaurant), fun (recreation, 

traveling, shopping and nightlife), resource (number, 

time and accuracy), special needs (emergency and 

health). We used 9k Myanmar-Dawei parallel corpus 

and 6,883 sentences for traning, 1,215 sentences for 

development and 902 sentences for testing. 

B. Syllable Segmentation 

We defined Generally, Myanmar words are 

composed of mult iple syllab les, and most of the 

syllables are composed of more than one character. 

Syllables are composed of Myanmar words. If we 

only focus on consonant-based syllables, the structure 

of the syllable can be described with Backus normal 

form (BNF) as follows: 

            

         Syllable := CMW[CK][D] 

 

Here, C stands for consonants, M for medials, 

V for vowel, K for vowel killer character, and D for 

diacrit ic characters. Myanmar syllable segmentation 

can be done with a rule-based approach, finite state 

automation (FSA) or regular expressions (RE)  

 

(https://github.com/yekyawthu/sylbreak). 

 

In our experiments, we used RE based Myanmar 

syllable segmentation tool named. The following is 

an example o f syllable segmentation for a Dawei 

sentence in our corpus and the meaning is  

Unsegmented Dawei sentence: 

dw:  ဘယ  ော်း္ လောဟှ ိဘယ  ော်းသွော်းဟိှိုှို့ ဘဲျော့မ္သ်းန ်း ။ 

Syllable Segmented Dawei sentence: 

dw: ဘယ   ော်း ္  လော ဟှိ  ဘယ   ော်း  သွော်း  ဟိှိုှို့ ဘဲျော့  မ္သ်း  

န ်း ။ 

C. Byte-Pair-Encoding 

Sennrich et al., 2016 [21] proposed a method 

to enable open-vocabulary translation of rare and 

unknown words as a sequence of subword units as a 

sequence of subword units representing BPE 

algorithm [22]. The input is a  monolingual corpus for 

a language (one side of the parallel train ing data, in 

our case) and starts with an in itial vocabulary, the 

characters in the text corpus. The vocabulary is 

updated using an iterative greedy algorithm. In every 

iteration, the most frequent bigram (based on the 

currebt vocabulary) in the corpus is added to the 

vocabulary (the merge operation). The corpus is again 

encoded the updated vocabulary, and this process is 

repeated for a predetermined number of merge 

operations. The number of merge operations is the 

only hyper-parameter of the  system that needs to be 

tuned. A new word  can be segmented by looking up 

the learnt vocabulary. 

D. Moses SMT System 

We used the Moses toolkit (Koehn et al.,  

2007) for tra ining the operation sequence model 

(OSM) statistical machine translation systems. We 

did not consider phrase-based statistical machine 

translation (PBSMT) and hierarch ical phrase-based 

statistical machine translation (HPBSMT), because 

the OSM approach achieved the highest BLEU [7] 

and RIBES [8] scores among three approaches [24] 

for both Myanmar-Dawei to Dawei-Myanmar 

statistical machine translations. The word-segmented 

(i.e ., Syllable-BPE) source language was aligned with 

the word-segmented target language using GIZA++. 

The alignment was symmetrized by grow-d iag-final 

and heuristic. The lexicalized reordering model was 

trained with the msd-bid irect ional-fe option. We used 

KenLM [9] for train ing the 5-gram language model 

with modified Kneser- Ney d iscounting. Minimum 

error rate training (MERT) was used to tune the 

decoder parameters, and the decoding was done using 

the Moses decoder (version 2.1.1) [23]. We used the 

default settings of Moses for all experiments. 

E. Framework of NMT System 

An open-source sequence-to-sequence toolkit  

for NMT written in Python [20] and built on Apache 

MXNET, the toolkit offers scalable train ing and 



inference for the three most prominent encoder - 

decoder architectures: attentional recurrent neural 

network, self-attentional transformers. 

F. Training Details 

We used the Sockeye toolkit, which is based 

on MXNet, to train NMT models. The in itial learn ing 

rate is set to 0.0001. All experiments are runned with 

maximum epoch. If the performance on the validation 

set has improves for 8 checkpoints, the learning rate  

is multip lied by 8 checkpoints. All the neural 

networks have eight layers. For RNN Seq2Seq, the 

encoder has one bi-directional LSTM and six stacked 

unidirectional LSTMs, and the encoder is a stack of 

eight unidirectional LSTMs. The size of h idden states 

is 512. We apply layer-normalization and label 

smoothing (0.1) in all models. We t ie the source and 

target embedding. The dropout rate of the embedding 

and transformer b locks is set to (0.1). The dropout 

rate of RNNs is (0.2). The attention mechanism in  the 

transformer has eight heads. 

We applied three d ifferent batch sizes (128, 

256 ,512 and 1024) for RNN and Transformer 

architectures. The learn ing rates varies from 0.0001 

to 0.0005. Two memory cell types GRU and LSTM 

were used for the RNN and transformer. The 

comparison was done for both SMT (i.e ., PBSMT, 

HPBSMT) and NMT (RNN, Transformer) 

techniques. All experiments are run on NVIDIA  

Tesla K80 24GB GDDR5, We trained all models for 

the maximum number o f epochs using the AdaGrad  

and adaptive moment estimation (Adam) optimizer. 

The BPE segmentation models were trained with a 

vocabulary of 8,000. 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In discussion of Table I, different batch sizes 

gained comparable  results for both RNN and 

Transformer architecture for both cell types. The 

results of Table II, Batch size 128 is the best score in 

RNN arch itecture. Therefore, we are runned batch 

size 128 with two different cell types LSTM and 

GRU with different learn ing rates. In evidence of the 

results of Table III, the learn ing rate 0.0005 is the 

best score of bi-direct ional Myanmar-Dawei machine 

translation. In comparing the results of two cell type 

of GRU and LSTM, LSTM is more suitable than 

GRU in  RNN architecture. For the results of Table  III 

and Table IV, we can be clearly say that RNN is 

better results than transformer model architecture.  

Discussion about batch size 256 shown in table  

V and table VI. LSTM cell type of RNN arch itecture 

is better results than GRU in bi-directional Myanmar 

to Dawei machine translation for the result of table V. 

But in transformer architecture of batch size 256 

GRU cell type is get better results than LSTM shown 

in the results of table VI. 

In Table  V, the learn ing rate 0.0005 is gained  

the highest score the Myanmar-Dawei machine 

translation that score is 44.68 on batch size 256 on 

LSTM cell type in RNN arch itecture and Dawei-

Myanmar machine translation highest score is 61.84 

is on batch size 128 on LSTM type on RNN. In  

summarization of above facts, LSTM cell type of 

RNN architecture is best score for Myanmar to Dawei 

bi-directional machine translation. 

In summarizat ion of the results of batch size 

512 on Table  VII and Table VIII LSTM cell type is 

best score for Myanmar to Dawei machine translation 

and GRU cell type is best score for Dawei to 

Myanmar machine translation.       Comparing the 

discussion results is shown in Table IX. We found 

that LSTM cell type with RNN arch itecture is the 

best for Dawei-Myanmar bi-directional machine 

translation. Myanmar to Dawei NMT achieved 

comparable  results with PBSMT and HPBSMT. 

Moreover, Dawei to Myanmar RNN machine 

translation performance achieved higher BLEU 

scores than PBSMT (+1.06 BLEU) and HPBSMT 

(+1.37 BLEU) even with the limited parallel corpus. 

TABLE I. BLEU SCO RES O F SYLLABLE-BPE 

SEGMENTATIO N FO R VARIO US BATCH SIZES WITH 

TWO  DIFFERENT CELL TYPE FO R TRANSFO RMER 

MO DEL 
Batch 

size  
Transformer 

LSTM GRU 
my-dw dw-my my-dw dw-my 

128 42.32 57.5 42.31 57.50 
256 42.16 57.57 42.37 57.84 
512 42.21 57.6 42.21 57.60 

1024 41.85 57.12 41.85 56.38 

TABLE II. BLEU SCO RES O F SYLLABLE-BPE 

SEGMENTATIO N FO R VARIO US BATCH SIZES WITH 

TWO  DIFFERENT CELL TYPE FO R RNN MO DEL 
Batch 

size  

RNN 
LSTM GRU 

my-dw dw-my my-dw dw-my 

128 40.96 57.51 41.29 57.43 
256 39.5 54.13 40.67 56.63 

512 38.86 55.95 38.95 52.48 

1024 35.82 51.08 37.43 53.63 

TABLE III. BLEU SCO RES O F SYLLABLE-BPE 

SEGMENTATIO N FO R VARIO US LEARNING RATES O N  

DIFFERENT CELL TYPE FO R RNN MO DEL O N BATCH 

128 
Learning RNN 



rate  LSTM GRU 

my-dw dw-my my-dw dw-my 
0.0002 43.47 58.04 41.6 59.27 

0.0003 43.39 60.03 43.22 59.39 

0.0004 42.94 60.6 42.94 60.00 
0.0005 44.24 61.84 43.23 60.38 

TABLE IV. BLEU SCO RES O F SYLLABLE-BPE 

SEGMENTATIO N FO R VARIO US LEARNING RATES O N  

DIFFERENT CELL TYPE FO R TRANSFO RMER MO DEL 

O N BATCH 128 
Learning 

rate  
transformer 

LSTM GRU 

my-dw dw-my my-dw dw-my 
0.0002 41.97 58.72 42.69 58.49 

0.0003 42.62 58.84 42.23 60.17 

0.0004 42.72 59.09 42.50 59.94 
0.0005 43.03 58.85 41.84 60.44 

TABLE  V. BLEU SCO RES O F SYLLABLE-BPE 

SEGMENTATIO N FO R VARIO US LEARNING RATES O N  

DIFFERENT CELL TYPE FO R RNN MO DEL O N BATCH 

256 
Learning 

rate  
RNN 

LSTM GRU 

my-dw dw-my my-dw dw-my 
0.0002 41.93 59.55 43.34 59.46 

0.0003 42.68 59.95 43.79 60.61 

0.0004 43.28 59.55 43.84 60.77 
0.0005 44.68 61.31 43.14 61.24 

TABLE  VI. BLEU SCO RES O F SYLLABLE-BPE 

SEGMENTATIO N FO R VARIO US LEARNING RATES O N  

DIFFERENT CELL TYPE FO R TRANSFO RMER MO DEL 

O N BATCH 256 
Learning 

rate  
transformer 

LSTM GRU 

my-dw dw-my my-dw dw-my 
0.0002 42.84 58.25 42.32 57.53 

0.0003 42.57 58.35 43.79 58.35 
0.0004 42.48 58.61 43.84 59.17 

0.0005 42.70 59.17 43.14 59.17 

TABLE  VII. BLEU SCO RES O F SYLLABLE-BPE 

SEGMENTATIO N FO R VARIO US LEARNING RATES O N  

DIFFERENT CELL TYPE FO R RNN MO DEL O N BATCH 

512 
Learning 

rate  
RNN 

LSTM GRU 

my-dw dw-my my-dw dw-my 
0.0002 42.29 57.27 41.50 57.99 

0.0003 43.46 59.64 42.71 57.19 
0.0004 45.58 59.23 43.37 60.04 
0.0005 43.72 59.86 44.23 60.20 

TABLE VIII. BLEU SCO RES O F SYLLABLE-BPE 

SEGMENTATIO N FO R VARIO US LEARNING RATES O N  

DIFFERENT CELL TYPE FO R TRANSFO RMER MO DEL 

O N BATCH 512 
Learning 

rate  
transformer 

LSTM GRU 

my-dw dw-my my-dw dw-my 
0.0002 41.83 57.84 42.50 57.88 

0.0003 42.97 58.41 42.04 58.41 

0.0004 42.12 58.82 42.12 57.93 

0.0005 41.22 59.71 41.94 60.44 

 

TABLE IX.          BLEU SCORES OF CO MPARISO N O F 

SMT AND NMT 

 PBSMT HPBSMT RNN Trasnsformer 

my-

dw 

44.80 45.44 44.68 43.03 

dw-
my 

60.78 60.47 61.84 60.44 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this section, This work is the first evaluation 

of the quality of neural machine translation between 

Myanmar (Burmese) and Dawei (Tavoyan). We are 

developing a Myanmar-Dawei parallel corpus 

(around 9K sentences) based on the Myanmar 

language of ASEAN MT corpus and implemented on 

two prominent neural machine translation system : 

Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and Transformer 

with syllable segmentation. We also investigated 

various hyper-parameters such as batch size, learn ing 

rate and cell types (GRU and LSTM). We proved that 

LSTM cell type with RNN architecture is the best for 

Dawei-Myanmar b i-directional machine translation. 

We are compared results between SMT (PBSMT and 

HPSMT) and NMT (RNN) in  Myanmar to Dawei 

machine translation. We found that LSTM cell type 

with RNN architecture is the best for Dawei-

Myanmar bi-directional machine translation. 

Myanmar to Dawei NMT achieved comparable  

results with PBSMT and HPBSMT. Moreover, 

Dawei to Myanmar RNN machine translation 

performance achieved h igher BLEU scores than 

PBSMT (+1.06 BLEU) and HPBSMT (+1.37 BLEU) 

even with the limited parallel corpus. In the near 

future, we plan to conduct a further study with a 

focus on NMT models with one more subword 

segmentation scheme SentencePiece for Myanmar-

Dawei NMT. Moreover, we intend to investigate 

SMT and NMT approaches for Myeik dialectal 

languages. 
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